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Vibrational energy relaxation rate constants from linear response theory
Qiang Shi and Eitan Geva
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A new approach for the calculation of vibrational energy relaxation rate constants is introduced. The
new approach is based on linear response theory, and is shown to have several distinct advantages
over the standard Landau–Teller formula, which is based on the Bloch–Redfield theory, namely:~1!
weak system–bath coupling is not assumed;~2! selectivity in choosing the vibrational energy
relaxation pathway, including non-Landau–Teller pathways, is possible;~3! the validity of rate
kinetics can be explicitly verified;~4! direct extraction of the high-frequency tail of the force–force
correlation function is avoided. A detailed analysis of the conditions under which the new
expression reduces into the Landau–Teller formula, and an application in the case of bilinear
coupling to a harmonic bath are provided. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most fundamental ways in which the enviro
ment affects solution-phase molecular dynamics~MD! is via
vibrational relaxation. A typical situation involves energy r
laxation of an excited vibrational mode, in a solute molecu
by energy transfer to other intermolecular and/or intram
lecular accepting modes.1–10 The rate of vibrational energy
relaxation~VER! provides a sensitive probe of intramolec
lar dynamics and solute–solvent interactions, which
known to have a crucial impact on other important prop
ties, such as chemical reactivity, solvation dynamics, a
transport coefficients.

VER rates have been measured by time-domain pu
laser techniques in a variety of hosts, including crysta
liquids, supercritical fluids, glasses, and proteins.9–39 The
main experimental observations can be summarized
follows:

~1! In most cases, VER can be characterized by asinglerate
constant;

~2! VER can occur on a wide range of time scales, extend
from subpicoseconds to minutes;

~3! VER can take place via a rich variety of intermolecu
and/or intramolecular pathways.

The calculation of VER rate constants has presented
oretical chemistry with an ongoing challenge. Early stud
of VER were based on theindependent binary collision
(IBC) model,17,40–44which is based on the assumption th
VER takes place via isolated and uncorrelated collisions w
solvent atoms. However, the questionable validity of this
sumption in the condensed phase45–47 has led to alternative
approaches, which rely on detailed MD simulations. M
studies have been based on either one of the following
proaches:~1! The direct approach, which is based on non
equilibrium MD simulations;~2! The perturbative approach,
which is based on extracting the force–force correlat
function from equilibrium MD simulations.

The direct approachessentially mimics the experiment
7560021-9606/2003/118(16)/7562/10/$20.00
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measurement of VER. It is based on performing nonequi
rium classical MD simulations, starting with an excited v
brational mode, and following its relaxation t
equilibrium.48–52 This approach is particularly useful in th
case of low-frequency vibrational modes and/or high te
peratures (\v/kBT!1), since:~1! A classical description of
the relaxing vibrational mode and the relevant accept
modes is permissible when\v/kBT!1; ~2! In these cases
VER is fast due to the high density of accepting modes w
matching frequencies, and can therefore be directly obse
on the time scales accessible to classical MD simulation

Unfortunately, low-frequency vibrations are the exce
tion rather than the rule, and most molecular vibrations
characterized by high frequencies, such that\v/kBT@1
even at room temperature. This situation has two import
implications:

~1! VER can become very slow, due to the very low dens
of accepting modes with matching frequencies, a
therefore cannot be simulated on the time scale ac
sible to classical MD simulations~e.g., all neat diatomic
liquids exhibit VER lifetimes of microseconds o
longer10!.

~2! A classical description of the relaxing vibrational mod
and relevant accepting modes becomes inappropr
and has to be replaced by a consistent quantum treatm
of both.

The case of a harmonic mode bilinearly coupled to a h
monic bath, where the classical and quantum VER r
constants are identical,53 represents an important exceptio
to the second statement above. However, this rather un
result is based on the balancing out of two opposing quan
effects, and relies on the fact that the coupling is biline
It has been found that the introduction of anharmoniciti
in the coupling and/or the bath distorts this balance, a
lead to deviations by orders of magnitude at hi
frequencies.54–56

The perturbative approach, which is outlined below,
2 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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provides an alternative framework for the calculation of VE
rate constants of such high-frequency vibrations.1,10,45,57Its
starting point is based on the following general quantum m
chanical Hamiltonian of a harmonic vibrational mod
coupled to a bath of accepting modes:

Ĥ5Ĥs1Ĥb1Ĥbs[Ĥ01Ĥbs , ~1!

where

Ĥs5
p̂2

2m
1

1

2
mv2q̂2 ~2!

is the Hamiltonian of the vibrational mode under investig
tion (q̂, p̂, m, andv are the corresponding coordinate, m
mentum, reduced mass, and frequency, respectively!,

Ĥb5(
i 51

N
~ P̂( i )!2

2M ( i ) 1V̂~Q̂(1),...,Q̂(N)! ~3!

is the Hamiltonian of the bath, which consists of the oth
intermolecular and intramolecular degrees of freed

@$Q̂( i )%, $P̂( i )%, $M ( i )%, and V̂(Q̂(1),...,Q̂(N)) are the corre-
sponding coordinates, momenta, masses, and potentia
ergy, respectively#, and

Ĥbs5aq̂F̂~Q̂(1),...,Q̂(N)! ~4!

is the system–bath coupling term, wherea is the system–
bath coupling parameter. The system–bath coupling te
Ĥbs , is assumed to be linearized in the vibrational coor
nate,q̂, which implies that VER takes place via the emissi
of one vibrational quantum. The force on the vibration
mode,F̂(Q̂(1),...,Q̂(N)), may be, and often is, a highly non
linear function of the bath coordinates. The highly nonline
nature of the force and the large frequency mismatch
tween the vibrational mode and the majority of the accept
modes, implies that the bath absorbs the energy via a m
tiphononlike process.

Given the general Hamiltonian above, the perturbat
approach is based on the following three assumptions:~1!
weak system–bath coupling, to the extent that Fermi’s golde
rule applies;~2! separation of time scales, such that the VER
lifetime is much longer than the correlation time of the ba
induced force;~3! the rotating wave approximation (RWA,
which amounts to the removal of rapidly oscillating term
and decoupling of population relaxation from phase rel
ation. Under these conditions, the Bloch Redfield the
~BRT! leads to the following Master equation for the vibr
tional populations:51,58–67

d

dt
Pn5kn←n11Pn111kn←n21Pn21

2~kn11←n1kn21←n!Pn , ~5!

where

kn←n115eb\vkn11←n5a2
n11

b\v

b

2m
C̃~v!. ~6!

Here,b5(kBT)21, and
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C̃~v!5E
2`

`

dteivtC~t! ~7!

is the Fourier transform~FT! of the free bath force–force
correlation function~FFCF!,

C~t!5^dF̂0~t!dF̂&0 , ~8!

where^Â&05Tr@e2bĤbÂ#/Tr@e2bĤb#, dF̂5F̂2^F̂&0 , and

dF̂0~ t !5eiĤ bt/\dF̂e2 iĤ bt/\. ~9!

Thus, Eq.~6! puts the population relaxation rate constant
terms of the FT, at the vibrational frequency, of the quantu
mechanical FFCF, which is evaluated with the vibration
mode frozen at its equilibrium position (q̂50).

As is well known, the population dynamics in Eq.~5!
leads to an exponential decay of the vibrational energy,53,65,68

d

dt
^dĤs&5 (

n50

`

~n11/2!\v
d

dt
Pn52

1

T1
^dĤs&, ~10!

wheredĤs5Ĥs2^Ĥs&0 , and^Ĥs&05\v/21\v/(eb\v21)
is the vibrational energy at thermal equilibrium. The cent
quantity in Eq.~10! is the VER rate constant, 1/T1 , which is
given by theLandau–Teller (LT) formula,10,45

1

T1
5

12e2b\v

b\v

b

2m
C̃~v!. ~11!

The popularity of the LT formula1–3,38,51,53,55–57,63,65,69–8

should probably be attributed to the fact that it significan
cuts on the computational effort in comparison to the dir
method. It does so in three major ways:

~1! The lifetime of the FFCF ~;subpicoseconds! is
typically much shorter than the VER lifetim
~.picosecond!. Thus, simulating the dynamics for a ver
short time can provide information on the rate of t
much slower VER.

~2! The perturbative method requires an equilibrium M
simulation, which allows for more efficient sampling i
comparison to the nonequilibrium simulation required
the direct method.

~3! The time step in a direct simulation of VER is dictate
by the vibrational frequency, which usually correspon
to the fastest time scale. The FFCF is evaluated with
vibrational mode frozen (q̂50), thereby making it pos-
sible to use a much larger time step.

Nevertheless, aconsistentcalculation of the VER rate con
stant via the LT formula also give rise to two major difficu
ties:

~a! Extracting the very small high-frequency Fourier com
ponents of the FFCF can become extremely diffic
due to statistical noise accompanying all real-l
simulations.1

~b! A numerically exact calculation of the quantum FFC
or for that matter of any other many-body quantu
correlation function, is beyond the reach of curre
state-of-the-art numerically-exact quantum dynam
simulations.83
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One approach for overcoming the numerical problem
calculating the high-frequency FT of the computed FFCF
based on the extrapolation of the exponential gap law, wh
usually emerges at low frequencies, to much hig
frequencies.84,85 Another, essentially equivalent, approach
to combine a short time expansion of the FFCF with a
rameterized ansatz that exhibits an exponential gap law
havior at high frequencies, and whose FT can be calcula
analytically.65,76,77,81,86–90An alternative approach for over
coming the numerical noise is based on signal proces
techniques, designed to isolate the desired FT~the signal!
from the noise.63,91–93However, even with the most powerfu
signal processing techniques, one is still unable to evalu
the FT at the required frequency for such systems as O2 in
liquid O2.76 Yet another recent attempt to deal with th
problem was based on the hypothesis that high-freque
VER is dominated by the few instantaneous nearest neigh
solvent atoms.74 This approach has been demonstrated w
relative success in the case of a homonuclear diatomic so
in an atomic Lennard-Jones~LJ! liquid. However, this
method presently suffers from the following two shortco
ings: ~1! It fails for vibrational frequencies below a certa
critical frequency, which may be difficult to estimate in ge
eral; ~2! It is not clear how useful this approach would be
cases involving polar interactions and polyatomic solute
solvent.

The second difficulty involved in using the LT formul
for calculating the VER rate constant has to do with t
fact that one has to deal with thequantumFFCF, rather
than the classical FFCF. The most popular approach f
dealing with this difficulty is to first evaluate the classic
VER rate constant, 1/T1

Cl , and then multiply the resul
by a frequency-dependentquantum correction factor,
AQ(v),1,53,54,56,57,75,79,92–101

1

T1
5AQ~v!

1

T1
Cl . ~12!

The classical VER rate constant is given by

1

T1
Cl 5

b

2m
C̃Cl~v!, ~13!

where C̃Cl(v)5*2`
` dteivtCCl(t) and CCl(t)

5^dF0(t)dF&0
Cl is theclassicalFFCF (̂ ¯&0

Cl corresponds to
averaging over the classical Boltzmann phase space dist
tion and the time evolution ofdF0(t) is governed by classi
cal mechanics!. The important point is thatCCl(t) can be
evaluated with relative ease from classical MD simulatio
It should be noted that Eq.~12! amounts to nothing more
than a reformulation of the original problem, since know
edge of the exact quantum correction factor,AQ(v), is
equivalent to, and as difficult to obtain as, the exact quan
FFCF. However, educated guesses ofAQ(v) can be intro-
duced, which are based on the known general propertie
quantum correlation functions~e.g., all quantum correction
must satisfy detailed balance! and/or the knowledge of wha
AQ(v) looks like in the very few cases where it is know
exactly. However, a unique and general quantum correc
factor is not known, and the estimates provided by the v
f
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ous quantum correction factors can differ by orders of m
nitude, in particular when high-frequency vibrations a
involved.54,56,79For example, Egorovet al. have recently es-
timated 1/T1 for O2 in liquid O2, at 70 K, and found the
following spread of values that were based on different qu
tum correction factors: 0.00095 s21 ~standard!, 0.015 s21

~harmonic!, 270 s21 ~Egelstaff!, 4030 s21 ~Schofield! ~The
experimental value under these conditions is 1/T1

5360 s21). Similar disparity has also been observed in oth
systems.54,93 It should be noted that the Egelstaff and
mixed harmonic-Schofield quantum correction factors ha
been found to produce rather accurate results at high
quencies in this and other model systems.54,55,94 However,
the ad hoc nature of this approach makes it difficult to ass
the reasons for its success, or to predict how well it w
perform in other systems. It should also be noted that sev
alternative approaches for calculating the quantu
mechanical FFCF have been proposed recently, which
based on centroid dynamics80–82,102and imaginary-time path
integral simulations.90 These promising approaches ha
been applied quite successfully to several model syste
although their general applicability and feasibility is not y
known.

The above mentioned difficulties involved in using th
LT approach have motivated us to explore other approac
for the calculation of the VER rate constant. In this paper,
present such an alternative approach, which is based on
ear response theory~LRT!. The plan of this paper is as fol
lows: The expression for the VER rate constant within t
new approach is derived in Sec. II. Its relationship with t
LT formula is established in Sec. III. In Sec. IV we demo
strate the application of the new method to a simple mo
system involving bilinear coupling to a harmonic bath. W
conclude with a general discussion of the pros and con
the LRT and LT approaches to VER in Sec. V.

II. VIBRATIONAL ENERGY RELAXATION RATE
CONSTANTS FROM LINEAR RESPONSE THEORY

The new approach to VER proposed below is inspired
the reactive-flux method for calculating solution-phase re
tion rate constants,103–107and was motivated by the follow
ing similarities between VER and barrier crossing:

~a! Both VER and barrier crossing often follow rat
kinetics which can be characterized by a single r
constant.

~b! Barrier crossing often occurs on a very slow time sca
due to the underlying rare event statistics. Hence
direct approach, which would be based on nonequi
rium MD simulations, is usually impractical even
classical mechanics is used. The reactive-flux meth
circumvents this problem by expressing the react
rate constant in terms of the flux–flux or the flux
Heaviside correlation functions,103–107whose lifetimes
are much shorter in comparison to the reaction ra
This situation is reminiscent of the perturbative a
proach to the calculation of VER rate constants, wh
the lifetime of the FFCF is much shorter than th
of VER.
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~c! Similarly to VER of high-frequency vibrations, it is
often important to account for quantum effects, such
tunneling and the zero point energy, when calculat
the rates of reactions that involve light particles, su
as proton transfer. In both cases, the quantum eff
can be expressed in terms of a quantum mechan
correlation function.

A careful examination reveals, however, that desp
these similarities, the LT approach to VER and the reacti
flux method are based on two different sets of assumptio
The LT formula originates from BRT~or equivalently from
Fermi’s golden rule!, whereas the reactive-flux method
based on LRT.103,104The BRT is based on the assumption
weak system–bath coupling, which should be clearly dis
guished from the assumption of proximity to equilibrium
regardless of the strength of the system–bath coupling,
which underlies LRT. Stimulated by the success of the re
tive flux method, and noting the above mentioned similarit
between VER and barrier crossing processes, we there
set out to develop a new reactive-flux-like approach to VE

Following the standard procedure of LRT, we consid
an initial state which correspond to thermal equilibrium w
respect to the perturbed HamiltonianĤ1 f Â,

r̂~0!5
e2b(Ĥ1 f Â)

Tr@e2b(Ĥ1 f Â)#
. ~14!

Here,Ĥ is the actual Hamiltonian of the overall system@cf.
Eq. ~1!#, f is a coupling parameter, andÂ is the perturbation,
which will be kept unspecified for the time being. We ne
assume that the perturbation,f Â, is small enough, such tha
r̂(0) can be substituted by its expansion to first order inf ,

r̂~0!'
e2bĤ

Z F12E
0

b

dldÂ~2 i\l!G , ~15!

where Z5Tr(e2bĤ), dÂ5Â2^Â&eq, ^Â&eq5Tr(e2bĤÂ)/
Z, and Â(2 i\l)5elHÂe2lH. A measurement of VER is
initiated by turning the perturbation off att50, and monitor-
ing the expectation value of the vibrational energy as a fu
tion of time, as it progresses toward its equilibrium valu
Substitutingr̂(0) from Eq.~15! then yields

^dĤs&~ t ![Tr@ r̂~0!dĤs~ t !#

52 f E
0

b

dl^dÂ~2 i\l!dĤs~ t !&eq, ~16!

whereĤs(t)5eiĤ t/\Ĥse
2 iĤ t/\.

Our basic hypothesis is that VER follows rate kinetic
and can therefore be characterized by a rate constant,k,

^dĤs&~ t !

^dĤs&~0!
5e2kt. ~17!

The VER rate constant,k, can then be written in the follow
ing way:
s
g
h
ts
al

e
-
s:

-

c-
s
re
.
r

t

-
.

,

2
^d Ḣ̂s&~ t !

^dĤs&~0!
5ke2kt5k at t!k21. ~18!

Substituting Eq.~16! into Eq. ~18!, and using the explicit
expression for the vibrational energy flux,

Ḣ̂s5
i

\
@Ĥ,Ĥs#52

a

m
p̂F̂, ~19!

then leads to the following general expression for the V
rate constant:

k5
a

m

*0
bdl^dÂ~2 i\l!@ p̂F̂#~ t !&eq

*0
bdl^dÂ~2 i\l!dĤs&eq

. ~20!

To the best of our knowledge, Eq.~20! is a new expres-
sion for the VER rate constant, and as such represents
main result of this paper. In analogy to the reactive-flux f
malism, one expects the correlation function in Eq.~20! to be
explicitly time-dependent during an initial short time perio
following which it will reach a ‘‘plateau‘‘~except for rapid
oscillations that can be averaged out via the RWA!. Reaching
the plateau signals the onset of rate kinetics, and the V
rate constant will be given by the corresponding value of
correlation function. From BRT we know that the length
this transient time period is set by the lifetime of th
FFCF.108 Hence, one would have to run the simulation f
roughly the same length of time as would be required
calculating the FFCF.

III. THE LANDAU–TELLER LIMIT

The VER rate constant in Eq.~20!, k, should be clearly
distinguished from that given by the LT formula, 1/T1 in Eq.
~11!. In this section we provide a detailed analysis of t
conditions under which Eq.~20! reduces into the LT formula

The LT formula is based on the three major assumpti
underlying the BRT:

~1! Weak system–bath coupling, to the extent that Fermi’s
golden rule applies.

~2! Separation of time scales, such that the VER lifetime is
much longer than the lifetime of the FFCF. The reduc
dynamics becomes effectively Markovian under the
conditions, and as a result the relaxation follows ra
kinetics.

~3! The RWA, which amounts to the the averaging out
rapidly oscillating terms of frequency 2v, and decou-
pling of population relaxation from phase relaxation.

Thus, our goal would be to explicitly show that the LT fo
mula emerges when these assumptions are imposed on
~20!.

In order to proceed, one first has to expandk in Eq. ~20!
to second order in the system–bath coupling parametea
@cf. Eq. ~4!#. For simplicity, we chose to concentrate on
restricted class of relatively simple perturbations which ha
the following form:

Â5~ q̂2^q̂&eq!
n[~dq̂!n, n51,2,3,... . ~21!
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The first interesting observation is that the LT formula on
emerges from Eq.~20! when n is even. The reason for thi
can be traced back to the fact that, for an oddn, thea2 term

vanishes in the expansion of̂Ḣ̂s&(t)52 f (a/m)*0
bdl

3^dÂ(2 i\l)@ p̂F̂#(t)&eq. Thus, in the case of an oddn,
VER occurs via a non-LT~non-BRT! pathway, induced by
higher order terms in the perturbation expansion, which
associated with multiple-time force correlation functions~cf.
Appendix A for more details!. This observation demonstrate
how one can take advantage of the flexibility with regard
choosing the perturbation in Eq.~20!, in order to selectively
explore different VER pathways.

For the choice of an even value ofn, thea2 term is the
lowest nonvanishing term in the expansion ofk,

k5a2k(2)1o~a4!. ~22!

a2k(2) can then be shown to reduce into 1/T1 of the LT
formula once we impose the additional two assumptions
BRT ~separation of time scales and the RWA!. We will now
demonstrate this forn52, i.e., for a perturbation of the form
Â5(q2^q&eq)

25(dq̂)2. The expansion ofk to second order
in a is a rather lengthy exercise. An outline of the derivati
is provided in Appendix A, and only the final result is give
below,

a2k(2)~ t !5a2@L~ t !1R~ t !1T~ t !#, ~23!

where,

L~ t !5
1

m\v
ReH E

0

t

dteivtC~t!2E
0

t

dte2 ivtC~t!J ,

~24!

R~ t !5
1

m\v

1

2b\v
~eb\v21!~12e2b\v!

3ReH e2ivtE
0

t

dte2 ivtC~t!

2e22ivtE
0

t

dteivtC~t!J , ~25!

and

T~ t !5
1

mv F 1

b\v
~12e2b\v!sin~vt !

3ReE
0

b

dlC~2t2 i\l!el\v

2ImH e2 ivtE
0

b

dlC~2t2 i\l!el\v

2~12e2b\v!e2 ivt
1

b

3E
0

b

dlC~2t2 i\l!lel\vJ G . ~26!

The LT formula emerges from Eq.~23! when the two
additional approximations of BRT are imposed on it:
re

f

~1! Within BRT, rate kinetics is obtained at the Markovia
limit, which is reached whent becomes larger than
the lifetime of the FFCF, denoted bytc . tc is in fact
the correlation time of the relevant bath fluctuation
which is very short in liquids~;ps!, particularly in com-
parison to the VER lifetime,T1 . In the case of Eq.~20!,
tc corresponds to the plateau time that signals the on
of rate kinetics. Assuming thatt.tc in Eq. ~23! then has
two implications:~1! The transient term,T(t), vanishes
@C(2t2 i\l)→0 at t.tc]; ~2! the limit of the time
integrals in the termsL(t) andR(t) can be extended to
`.

~2! Decoupling the population and phase relaxations wit
BRT also requires the averaging out of terms which
tate rapidly with the frequency 2v ~the RWA!. Applying
this approximation to Eq.~23! leads to the removal o
the rotating termR(t).

Thus, under these two approximations,a2k(2) reduces into
a2 limt→` L(t), which correspond to the VER rate consta
It is then easy to show, with the help of the following ide
tities:

E
0

`

dteivtC~t!5
1

2
C̃~v!1

1

2p i
PE

2`

`

dv8
C̃~v8!

v82v
,

~27!

C̃~2v!5e2b\vC̃~v!, ~28!

that

a2k(2)'a2 lim
t→`

L~ t !5
12e2b\v

b\v

b

2m
C̃~v!, ~29!

which is identical to 1/T1 in the LT formula, Eq.~11!.

IV. APPLICATION IN THE CASE OF BILINEAR
COUPLING TO A HARMONIC BATH

In this section, we demonstrate the application of E
~20! to a simple model system involving bilinear coupling
a harmonic bath, for which Eqs.~11! and~20! can be calcu-
lated analytically. The facts that the classical and quantu
mechanical LT-based VER rate constants are identical,53 and
that non-LT pathways do not contribute in this case, of
other attractive simplifications. It should be noted, howev
that Eq.~20! is by no means limited to harmonic baths and
bilinear coupling.

The bath is assumed to consist of independent harm
modes,

Ĥb5(
i 51

N F ~ P̂( i )!2

2M ( i ) 1
1

2
M ( i )~v ( i )!2~Q̂( i )!2G , ~30!

and the force is assumed linear in the bath coordinates,

F̂52(
i 51

N

c( i )Q̂( i ). ~31!

For this model, the quantum mechanical and classical V
rate constants, as obtained from the LT formula, Eq.~11!, are
identical and given by53,55
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1

T1
5

J~v!

mv
, ~32!

whereJ(v) is the bath spectral density,

J~v!5
p

2 (
i

~c( i )!2

M ( i )v ( i ) d~v2v ( i )!. ~33!

The actual calculations reported below were based on c
sical mechanics. Analytical treatment was made possible
transforming to the normal mode representation of theover-

all Hamiltonian,Ĥ. An Ohmic spectral density with an ex
ponential cutoff was used,

J~v!5hve2v/vc, ~34!

wherevc is the bath cutoff frequency andh is the friction
coefficient ~at the limit vc→`). All the calculations were
performed forv/vc53 andb\vc54.

Figure 1 shows the relaxation of the vibrational ener
on a semilog plot, as obtained from a calculation of thenon-
equilibrium dynamics, with the initial perturbation (q
2^q&eq)

2 ~solid lines!. Also shown in Fig. 1 are the predic
tions based on the LT formula~dotted lines!. The results are
exhibited for three values of the friction,h/mvc

50.002,0.2,2.0. The classical equilibrium values of^Hs& are
given by b^Hs&eq51.0001,1.0072, and 1.0824 forh/mvc

50.002,0.2,2.0, respectively. It should be noted that B
predictsb^Hs&eq5b^Hs&051, which corresponds to the ze
roth order term in the expansion of^Hs&eq in powers ofa.
This prediction is consistent at the lowest value of the fr
tion considered,h/mvc50.002. However, significant devia
tions occur at the higher frictions,h/mvc50.2,2.0. These
deviations are indicative of the breakdown of the we
system–bath coupling assumption, and departure from
region of parameter space where the LT formula is valid. T
oscillations exhibited by the solid lines in Fig. 1, as oppos
to the smooth exponential relaxation predicted by the

FIG. 1. Classical nonequilibrium VER profiles for a harmonic oscilla
bilinearly coupled to a harmonic bath~solid lines!. The plots are in a semi-
log format, such that linearity corresponds to rate kinetics. The calculat
were performed forv/vc53 andb\vc54. The three panels correspond
the indicated different values of the friction,h/mvc50.002,0.20,2.00. Also
shown are the VER profiles predicted by the LT formula~dotted lines!.
s-
y
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T
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k
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e
d
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formula, can be explained by the application of the RWA
the latter. If these rather small oscillations are averaged ou
seemingly exponential VER is found in all values of th
friction considered, as indicated by the apparent linearity
the solid lines in Fig. 1~in fact, a closer inspection revea
slight deviations from linearity ath/mvc52.0, which could
probably not be experimentally resolved!. The VER rate con-
stant, which correspond to the slopes of the solid lines in F
1, is captured rather well by the LT formula at small a
intermediate values of the friction (h/mvc50.002,0.2).
These cases demonstrate the consistency between the p
tions of Eq.~20! and the LT formula under conditions wher
the latter is valid. However, a significant deviation betwe
the nonequilibrium VER and the prediction of the LT fo
mula appears at the higher friction (h/mvc52.0). Thus, the
case ofh/mvc52.0 provides an example for VER that fo
lows rate kinetics under conditions of strong system–b
coupling, where the LT formula is not valid.

In Fig. 2, we show the results obtained by using Eq.~20!
in order to calculate the VER rate constant, for the sa
three values of the friction as in Fig. 1. It should be not
that Eq.~20! is directly related to the time-derivative of th
nonequilibrium curves in Fig. 1~as long askt!1). As ex-
pected,k exhibits an initial transient time dependence, whi
is perturbation-dependent, before reaching a ‘‘platea
which signals the onset of rate kinetics~solid lines!. It should
be noted thatk oscillates at a frequency of 2v at the plateau,
which can be explained by the absence of the RWA. Th
oscillations can be averaged out rather effectively, result
with the sought after VER rate constant~dashed lines!. The
latter coincides with the prediction of the LT formula~dotted
lines! at the lowest value of the friction,h/mvc50.002.
However, significant deviations appear as the friction
creases. It should be noted that Eq.~20! is based on the

s

FIG. 2. The calculation of the~classical! VER rate constant via Eq.~20!, for
a harmonic oscillator bilinearly coupled to a harmonic bath~solid lines!, for
the indicated different values of the friction,h/mvc50.002,0.20,2.00. The
dashed lines correspond to cumulative time averages over the solid
~after reaching the plateau!, whose goal is to recover the RWA and elimina
the oscillatory terms. Also shown are the predictions based on the LT
mula, (1/T1)e2t/T1 ~dotted line, see text for further discussion!. The plateau
region is shown in greater detail in the inserts. The calculations were
formed forv/vc53 andb\vc54.
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assumption thatkt!1, such thatke2kt'k @cf. Eq. ~18!#.
This means that the plateau value should decrease sl
like e2kt. When comparing to the LT formula, we therefo
use (1/T1)e2t/T1. One can clearly see that the LT formu
overestimates the VER rate constant as the friction increa
which is consistent with the nonequilibrium relaxation exh
ited in Fig. 1.

V. DISCUSSION

The above analysis links the two major theoretic
frameworks for obtaining rate constants, namely BRT a
LRT, in the case of VER. It shows that the LT formul
originally derived from BRT, can also be obtained from LR
under the following conditions:~1! an appropriate choice o
the perturbed state;~2! taking the limit of weak system–bat
coupling ~second order ina!; ~3! the RWA. This result en-
sures thatthe new LRT expression, Eq. (20), will give t
same result as the LT formula, Eq. (11), as long as the
derlying assumptions of BRT are valid. However, it should
be emphasized that Eq.~20! is by no means equivalent to th
LT formula, and that the former has several important adv
tages over the latter:

~a! Equation ~20! is, in some sense, an intermediate b
tween the direct method and the perturbative meth
As for the perturbative method, the correlation functi
in Eq. ~20! can be obtained by simulating the equili
rium dynamics for a short length of time, which is di
tated by the lifetime of the FFCF, rather than that of t
actual VER. At the same time, the simulation should
performed with a flexible vibrational mode, similarly t
the direct method. Including a flexible vibration
mode implies a shorter time step, which parallels
increasing difficulty involved in obtaining the high
frequency tail of the FT of the FFCF within the L
approach. The question of which method is more co
putationally intensive in this respect will be address
in a future paper.

~b! Unlike the perturbative approach, an approach ba
on Eq. ~20! can tell us if rate kinetics is a valid
assumption—failure to reach a well defined plateau
dicates that the VER cannot be characterized by a
constant. It should be noted that within the LT a
proach, rate kinetics is an outcome of the inter-rela
assumptions of weak system–bath coupling a
Markovity. However, rate kinetics may arise from oth
sources. For example, rate kinetics may well be
outcome of rare event statistics, as in the case of ba
crossing, or may correspond to higher order terms
the system–bath coupling, as in the case of choosin
odd value ofn in Eq. ~21!. In such cases, the LT for
mula will not give the correct VER rate constant, b
Eq. ~20! will!

~c! Equation~20! actually corresponds to a family of ex
pressions for the VER rate constant, which differ w
respect to the choice of initial perturbation,Â. This
flexibility translates into several advantages:

~1! Initial states that correspond to different choices ofÂ can
ly
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-
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e
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d
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d
d
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relax via different pathways, which may correspond
different VER rate constants. Thus, carefully choosi
the initial perturbation can allow us to selectively foc
on one VER pathway at a time.

~2! Modern methodologies for computing approxima
quantum mechanical real-time correlation functions
often restricted to, or work better for, certain classes
correlation functions. One can therefore take advant
of the flexibility in choosingÂ in order to fine tune the
expression for the VER rate constant, and put it in ter
of a convenient correlation function. An example f
such an application, in the case of the centroid molecu
dynamics~CMD! method, will be discussed in a separa
paper.

The flexibility allowed for by the new approach actually go
beyond the choice ofÂ. For example, we show in Appendi
B how the choice of a non-Kubo-transformed initial state
the form

r̂~0!5
e2bĤ

Z
1

1

2Z
@dÂe2bĤ1e2bĤdÂ# ~35!

can also lead to the LT formula in the appropriate limit.
To summarize, the goal of this paper was to introduc

new LRT-based method for calculating quantum mechan
VER rate constants, and establish its relationship to the s
dard LT approach. We have also discussed the advantag
the LRT approach over the LT approach, and concluded
the former is more general, flexible and informative than
latter. Both methods appear comparable with respect to
computational effort that they require. More specifical
they both require an equilibrium MD simulation over a p
riod of time which is dictated by the lifetime of the FFC
LRT requires that the simulation is performed with flexib
vibrational modes, which would appear to enhance the co
putational effort in comparison to the LT approach, where
simulation is done with frozen vibrational modes. Howev
a higher frequency also translates into more computatio
work in the LT approach, due to the rapidly increasing dif
culty of evaluating the high-frequency tail of the FT of th
FFCF. We therefore expect the new method to be at leas
computationally feasible as the LT method. Finally, taki
into account the additional advantages of LRT seems to s
gest that there may be cases where it could be the metho
choice for treating high-frequency VER rate constants.
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APPENDIX A: THE DERIVATION OF THE
LANDAU–TELLER FORMULA FROM LINEAR
RESPONSE THEORY

In this section we outline the derivation of the LT fo
mula, Eq.~11!, from the LRT expression for the VER rat
constant, Eq.~20!. To this end, we choose the perturbation
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Â5~dq̂!25~ q̂2^q̂&eq!
2. ~A1!

Substituting it into Eq.~20! then yields

k5

a

m
*0

bdl Tr$e2bĤd~dq̂!2~2 i\l!@ p̂F̂#~ t !%

*0
bdl Tr$e2bĤd~dq̂!2~2 i\l!dĤs%

. ~A2!

In order to proceed, one has to find the leading terms whek
is expanded in powers ofa. It can be readily shown that th
leading term in the expansion of the denominator is of zer
order in a, while that in the expansion of the numerator
second order ina. Thus, the leading term in the expansion
k is also of second order ina, and the corresponding coeffi
cient is given by

k(2)5
1

b\2

~eb\v21!2

eb\v

1

Zs
0Zb

0

3F E
0

b

dl Tr$e2bĤd~dq̂!2~2 i\l!@ p̂F̂#~ t !%G
1

. ~A3!

Here, Zs
05Trs(e

2bĤs), Zb
05Trb(e2bĤb), and @¯#1 is the

first order term, with respect toa, of the corresponding ex

pression. It should be noted thate2bĤ, d(dq̂)2(2 i\l) and

@ p̂F̂#(t) all depend explicitly ona, and have nonvanishing
first order terms when expanded in powers ofa,

e2bĤ5e2bĤ02aFbE
0

b

db1e2(b2b1)Ĥ0q̂F̂e2b1Ĥ0G1o~a2!,

d~dq̂!2~2 i\l!5q̂0
2~2 i\l!2^q̂2&01a

\

mv
q̂0~2 i\l!

3F E
0

l

dl1~e(l2l1)\v

2e2(l2l1)\v!F̂0~2 i\l1!

1
2

mv2 ^F̂&0q̂0~2 i\l!G1o~a2!,

@ p̂F̂#~ t !5 p̂0~ t !F̂0~ t !1a
i

\ E
0

t

dt1@ q̂0~ t1! p̂0~ t !F̂0~ t1!F̂0~ t !

2 p̂0~ t !q̂0~ t1!F̂0~ t !F̂0~ t1!#1o~a2!. ~A4!

Here, ^Â&05Tr(Âe2bĤ0)/Z0 and Â0(t)5eiĤ 0t/\Âe2 iĤ 0t/\.
h

Thus,

F E
0

b

dl Tr$e2bĤd~dq̂!2~2 i\l!@ p̂F̂#~ t !%G
1

5E
0

b

dl Tr$@e2bĤ#1~ q̂0
2~2 i\l!2^q̂2&0! p̂0~ t !F̂0~ t !%

1E
0

b

dl Tr$e2bĤ0@d~dq̂!2~2 i\l!#1p̂0~ t !F̂0~ t !%

1E
0

b

dl Tr$e2bĤ0~ q̂0
2~2 i\l!2^q̂2&0!@ p̂F̂#1~ t !%.

~A5!

In order to proceed, one has to substitute the correspon
zeroth and first order terms from Eqs.~A4! into Eq. ~A5!.
The resulting equation can then be further simplified to yi
Eq. ~23!. More specifically, the first two terms on the R.H.
of Eq. ~A5! give rise to the transient termT(t) of Eq. ~26!,
while the third term give rise to the rotating term,R(t) in
Eq. ~25!, and the LT term,L(t) in Eq. ~24!.

We next consider what happens when one substitutes
perturbationÂ5dq̂[q̂2^q̂&eq into Eq. ~20!,

k5

a

m
*0

bdl Tr$e2bĤdq̂~2 i\l!@ p̂F̂#~ t !%

*0
bdl Tr$e2bĤdq̂~2 i\l!dĤs%

. ~A6!

It can be readily shown that in this case the leading term
the expansion of the denominator and numerator are of
order ina. Thus, the leading term in the expansion ofk is of
zeroth order, and is given by

k(0)52v sin~vt !. ~A7!

This term obviously cannot describe rate kinetics. The n
term after the leading term in the expansion ofk is of second
order ina, and correspond to the ratio of the third order te
in the expansion of the numerator and the first order term
the expansion of the denominator. Although this term m
well lead to rate kinetics, it will not be LT-like. This is be
cause the force enters into this term in the form of two-tim
force correlation functions,̂F̂0(t1)F̂0(t2)F̂&0 , rather than
the one-time force correlation function,^F̂0(t)F̂&0 , that ap-
pear in the LT formula.

This somewhat surprising result originates from the f
that the perturbationÂ5dq̂[q̂2^q̂&eq amounts to shifting
the harmonic potential without changing its frequency@this
should be contrasted to the quadratic perturbation in
~A1! that does change the frequency#. Thus, the equilibrium
energy of the oscillator at thermal equilibrium, to zero-ord
in the system–bath coupling, does not change whenÂ5dq̂
[q̂2^q̂&eq. As a result, VER becomes dominated by high
order terms. More specifically, one has to remember t

the numerator in Eq.~20! corresponds tô Ḣ̂s&[Tr( ṙ̂sĤs)
@cf. Eq. ~18!#, and that the BRT can only account for term

which are up to second order ina in the expansion ofṙ̂s .
The zero-order term in the expansion ofk, Eq. ~A7!, comes
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from the first order term in the expansion of^ Ḣ̂s&. Such
terms correspond in the BRT to a bath-induced renormal
tion of the system Hamiltonian and as such cannot lead
relaxation dynamics. The second order term in the expan
of k comes from the third order term in the expansion

^ Ḣ̂s& which is not accounted for by the BRT. Such highe
than-second-order terms are obtained when one goes be
second order perturbation theory,108 and represent non-LT
VER pathways. Thus, the above analysis indicates
non-LT pathways can be accessed and studied by prepa
the system in certain initial nonequilibrium states. It shou
also be noted that the second order term in the expansio

^ Ḣ̂s& vanishes because of the asymmetry of the perturba
Â5dq̂, and that non-LT VER will emerge for other asym
metrical forms ofÂ, such asÂ5(dq̂)n with n53,5,7,... .

It is also interesting to note that the emergence
non-LT VER is intimately related to the fact that the syste
and bath are initially correlated and that the state of the b
is in fact affected by the system. Under the assumption
the BRT, an uncorrelated initial state of the formr̂(0)

5(e2bĤb/Zb
0) ^ r̂s(0) will generally lead to LT VER, excep

for the trivial case where the vibrational mode is initial

equilibrated,r̂s(0)5e2bĤs/Zs
0 . However, the initial state in

LRT, Eq. ~15!, includes additional system–bath correlat
terms which arise from the system–bath coupling term,
~4!. More specifically,r̂(0) in Eq. ~15! can be written in the
following way:

r̂~0!5
e2bĤb

Zb
0 ^ r̂s

(0)~0!1 (
n51

`

anr̂ (n)~0!, ~A8!

where

r̂s
(0)~0!5

e2bĤs

Zs
0 S 12 f E

0

b

dldÂ0~2 i\l! D , ~A9!

is independent ofa, and r̂ (n)(0) represents thenth order
system–bath correlated term, which intrinsically cannot

written in the form (e2bĤb/Zb
0) ^ r̂s(0). Thus, LT VER is

bound to emerge when Tr(r̂s
(0)(0)dĤs)Þ0, e.g., whenn is

even in Eq. ~21!. However, situations where
Tr( r̂s

(0)(0)dĤs)50, e.g., in the case of an odd value ofn in
Eq. ~21!, will be dominated by the higher order correlate
terms and lead to non-LT VER.

APPENDIX B: VIBRATIONAL ENERGY RELAXATION
WITH A NON-KUBO-TRANSFORMED INITIAL
STATE

The initial state of the overall system can be written
terms of the following general form:

r̂~0!5
e2bĤ

Z
1D̂, ~B1!

where the deviation from equilibrium,D̂, must satisfy
Tr(D̂)50, D̂†5D̂, and as long asr̂(0) is positive. Follow-
ing a LRT-like procedure then yields the following expre
sion for the relaxation of̂Ĥs& to equilibrium:
a-
to
on
f

-
nd

at
ing

of

n

f

th
of

.

e

^dĤs&~ t !5Tr@D̂dĤs~ t !#. ~B2!

It should be noted that Eq.~B2! applies to any initial state
regardless of its proximity to equilibrium, and is therefo
more general than the standard LRT. LRT can obviou
be retrieved from Eq. ~B2! by substituting D̂

52 f *0
bdle2(b2l)ĤdÂe2lĤ/Z.

Provided that^dĤs&(t) follows rate kinetics, one can
then put the rate constant in the following form:

k52
Tr@D̂ Ḣ̂s~ t !#

Tr@D̂dĤs#
. ~B3!

It should be noted that the actual value of the rate const
and even the actual validity of rate kinetics, may depend
the choice ofD̂. An example for this has been given abo
within the LRT, whereÂ5dq̂ and Â5(dq̂)2 have been
shown to lead to different VER rate constants. At the sa
time, it is plausible that choices of the deviation from eq
librium other than that dictated by LRT can be used in ord
to obtain the same rate constant. Such alternatives may
be easier to handle and simulate than the Kubo-transfor
form dictated by LRT.

We now demonstrate this idea for a deviation from eq
librium of the following form:

D̂52
f

2Z
~d~dq̂!2e2bĤ1e2bĤd~dq̂!2!. ~B4!

Substituting Eq.~B4! into Eq. ~B3! yields

k5
a

m

Rê @ p̂F̂#~ t !d~dq̂!2&eq

Rê d~dq̂!2dĤs&eq

. ~B5!

As for the LRT expression, the leading term in the expans
of k is second order ina, and is given by

a2k(2)~ t !5a2@L 8~ t !1R 8~ t !1T 8~ t !#, ~B6!

where

L 8~ t !5
1

2m\v
~12e2b\v!ReH E

0

t

dteivtC~t!

1eb\vE
0

t

dte2 ivtC~t!J ,

R 8~ t !52
1

2m\v
~eb\v21!

3ReH e2b\ve2ivtE
0

t

dte2 ivtC~t!

1e22ivtE
0

t

dteivtC~t!J ,

T 8~ t !5
\

eb\v21
sin~2vt !E

0

b

dlC~2 i\l!

3@e(b2l)\v1e2(b2l)\v#. ~B7!

The termsR 8(t) andT 8(t) can then be averaged out via th
RWA, while the termL 8(t) reduces into the LT formula a
t.tc .
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